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Paragraph 0., Note 1/, (French only).
Paragraph 1.3.3., (French only).
Paragraph 3.2. footnote 3/, amend to read:
"3/

If the lens cannot be detached from the main body of the headlamp,
a unique marking as per paragraph 4.2.5. shall be sufficient."

Paragraph 4.2.2.7., amend to read:
"...
In the case of grouped or reciprocally incorporated driving beam
headlamps, indication of the maximum luminous intensity of the
driving beams as a whole shall be expressed as above."
Paragraph 4.2.5., amend to read:
"4.2.5.

The marks and symbols referred to in paragraphs 4.2.1. to 4.2.3.
above shall be clearly legible and be indelible. They may be
placed on an inner or outer part (transparent or not) of the
headlamp, which cannot be separated from the transparent part of
the headlamp emitting the light. In any case they shall be visible
when the headlamp is fitted on the vehicle or when a movable part
such as the hood is opened."

Paragraph 4.3.1., amend to read:
"4.3.1.

Independent lamps
Annex 2, figures 1 to 10, to this Regulation ... "

Paragraph 4.3.2.1.1., amend to read:
"4.3.2.1.1. it is visible as per paragraph 4.2.5.;"
Paragraph 4.3.2.5., amend to read:
"4.3.2.5.

Annex 2, figure 11, to this Regulation ... "

Paragraph 4.3.3.2., amend to read:
"4.3.3.2.

Annex 2, figure 12, to this Regulation ... "

Paragraph 5.3. footnote 6/, amend to read (English and Russian only):
"6/

HIR1 and/or H9 filament lamps ... amendments, shall not be applied
when these lamps are installed. "

Paragraphs 6.1.2., 6.1.3., 6.1.4., 6.2.8. and 6.3.1., (French only).
Paragraph 6.4.3., amend to read (the French text contains additional
corrections):
"...
passing beam: points HV and 75 R (75 L respectively);
driving beam: EM and point HV (percentage of EM). "
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Annex 2,
The caption below figures 1 and 2, (French only).
Figure 12, Example 2, in the design, remove arrow from underneath HRPL and
the text under the figure, amend to read (words “designed for both traffic
systems” deleted):
"......
A headlamp, Class B, emitting a passing beam and a driving beam
with a maximum luminous intensity between x and y candelas, meeting
the requirements of this Regulation, and
......"
Annex 4,
Paragraphs 1.1.1. and 1.1.1.1., amend to read:
"1.1.1.

Test procedure 1/
The headlamp shall be operated for a period according to the
specified time, so that:

1.1.1.1.

(a) In the case where only one lighting function (driving or
passing beam or front fog lamp) is to be approved, the
corresponding filament is lit for the prescribed time, 2/
(b) In the case of a headlamp with a passing beam and one or more
driving beams or in case of a headlamp with a passing beam and a
front fog lamp:
(i)

the headlamp shall be subjected to the following cycle until
the time specified is reached:
15 minutes, passing-beam filament lit;
5 minutes, all filaments lit.

(ii)

if the applicant declares that the headlamp is to be used
with only the passing beam lit or only the driving beam(s)
lit 3/ at a time, the test shall be carried out in accordance
with this condition, activating 2/ successively the passing
beam half of the time and the driving beam(s)
(simultaneously) for half the time specified in
paragraph 1.1. above.

(c)
in the case of a headlamp with a front fog lamp and one or
more driving beams:
(i)

the headlamp shall be subjected to the following cycle until
the time specified is reached:
15 minutes, front fog lamp lit;
5 minutes, all filaments lit.
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(ii)

if the applicant declares that the headlamp is to be used
with only the front fog lamp lit or only the driving beam(s)
lit 3/ at a time, the test shall be carried out in accordance
with this condition, activating 2/ successively the front fog
lamp half of the time and the driving beam(s)
(simultaneously) for half the time specified in
paragraph 1.1. above.

(d)
In the case of headlamp with a passing beam, one or more
driving beams and a front fog lamp:
(i)

the headlamp shall be subjected to the following cycle until
the time specified is reached:
15 minutes, passing-beam filament lit;
5 minutes, all filaments lit.

(ii)

if the applicant declares that the headlamp is to be used
with only the passing beam lit or only the driving beam(s) 3/
lit at a time, the test shall be carried out in accordance
with this condition, activating 2/ successively the passing
beam half of the time and the driving beam(s) for half the
time specified in paragraph 1.1. above, while the front fog
lamp is subjected to a cycle of 15 minutes off and 5 minutes
lit for half of the time and during the operation of the
driving beam;

(iii) if the applicant declares that the headlamp is to be used
with only the passing beam lit or only the front fog lamp 3/
lit at a time, the test shall be carried out in accordance
with this condition, activating 2/ successively the passing
beam half of the time and the front fog lamp for half of the
time specified in paragraph 1.1. above, while the driving
beam(s) is(are) subjected to a cycle of 15 minutes off and
5 minutes lit for half of the time and during the operation
of the passing beam;
(iv)

if the applicant declares that the headlamp is to be used
with only the passing beam lit or only the driving beam(s) 3/
lit or only the front fog lamp 3/ lit at a time, the test
shall be carried out in accordance with this condition,
activating 2/ successively the passing beam one third of the
time, the driving beam(s) one third of the time and the front
fog lamp for one third of the time specified in
paragraph 1.1. above.

___________
1/

For the test schedule see annex 8 to this Regulation.

2/

When the tested headlamp includes signalling lamps, the latter shall be
lit for the duration of the test. In the case of a direction indicator
lamp, it shall be lit in flashing mode with an on/off time of
approximately one to one.

3/

Should two or more lamp filaments be simultaneously lit when headlamp
flashing is used, this shall not be considered as being normal use of the
filaments simultaneously."
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Paragraphs 1.2.1.1.1. to 1.2.1.2., the references to footnotes 3/ to 5/ and
footnotes 3/ to 5/, renumber as footnotes 4/ to 6/.
Paragraph 1.2.1.1.2. and footnote 5/ (former 4/), (French only).
Paragraph 1.2.1.2., footnote 6/ (former 5/), (French only).
Paragraphs 2.1. and 2.2.1., (French only).
Annex 5, paragraph 2.3., (French only).
Annex 6, paragraph 2.2.2.2., (French only).
Annex 6, Appendix 2, (French only).
Annex 6, Appendix 3, title and paragraphs 1. and 2., (French only).
Add a new Annex 8, to read:
" Annex 8
OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONAL PERIODS
CONCERNING TEST FOR STABILITY OF PHOTOMETRIC PERFORMANCE
Abbreviations: P: passing beam lamp
D: driving beam lamp (D1 + D2 means two driving beams)
F: front fog lamp
: means a cycle of 15 minutes off and 5 minutes lit.
All following grouped headlamps and front fog lamps together with the added
class B marking symbols are given as examples and are not exhaustive.

P, D or F
1.

P or D or F (HC or HR or B)
0

6

12 h

0

6

12 h

0

6

12 h

0

6

12 h

D
P
2.

P+D (HCR) or P+D1+D2 (HCR HR)

D
P
3.

P+D (HC/R) or P+D1+D2 (HC/R HR)

F
P
4.

P+F (HC B)
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F
P
5.

P+F (HC B/) or HC/B
0

6

12 h

0

6

12 h

0

6

12 h

0

6

12 h

0

6

12 h

0

6

12 h

4

8

12 h

D
F
6.

D+F (HR B) or D1+D2+F (HR HR B)

D
F
7.

D+F (HR B/) or D1+D2+F (HR HR B/)

D+F
P
8.

P+D+F (HCR B) or P+D1+D2+F (HCR HR B)

F
D
P
9.

P+D+F (HC/R B) or P+D1+D2+F (HC/R HR B)

F
D
P
10.

P+D+F (HCR B/) or P+D1+D2+F (HCR HR B/)

F
D
P
11.

P+D+F (HC/R B/) or P+D1+D2+F (HC/R HR B/)
0

"
________

